Ordering adjectives

Grade 5 Adjectives Worksheet

Choose the correct order of adjectives.

1. A. two green, round pieces  
   B. two round, green pieces

2. A. an ugly, little, gold cart  
   B. a gold, little, ugly cart

3. A. six new, plaid skirts  
   B. six plaid, new skirts

4. A. five ancient, large monuments  
   B. five large, ancient monuments

5. A. three unattractive, plain, yellow shirts  
   B. three yellow, plain, unattractive shirts

6. A. an active, old woman  
   B. an old, active woman

7. A. four dull, silver bracelets  
   B. four silver, dull bracelets

8. A. an Irish, furry dog  
   B. a furry, Irish dog

9. A. a new, Scottish film  
   B. a Scottish, new film

10. A. a young, talented actor  
    B. a talented, young actor

11. A. a green, square box  
    B. a square, green box

12. A. an odd, big, purple plant  
    B. a big, odd, purple plant

Adjectives follow this order:
- number
- opinion
- size
- shape
- age
- condition
- color
- pattern
- origin
- material
- purpose
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Answers

1. A. two green, round pieces
   B. two round, green pieces

2. A. an ugly, little, gold cart
   B. a gold, little, ugly cart

3. A. six new, plaid skirts
   B. six plaid, new skirts

4. A. five ancient, large monuments
   B. five large, ancient monuments

5. A. three unattractive, plain, yellow shirts
   B. three yellow, plain, unattractive shirts

6. A. an active, old woman
   B. an old, active woman

7. A. four dull, silver bracelets
   B. four silver, dull bracelets

8. A. an Irish, furry dog
   B. a furry, Irish dog

9. A. a new, Scottish film
   B. a Scottish, new film

10. A. a young, talented actor
    B. a talented, young actor

11. A. a green, square box
    B. a square, green box

12. A. an odd, big, purple plant
    B. a big, odd, purple plant